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A B S T R A C T

PH1000/graphene (Gra) composite film with thermally-induced wrinkles has been employed as an electrode in
organic solar cells (OSCs) to enhance the device efficiency. The wrinkled PH1000/Gra composite electrode
exhibits excellent transmittance of 88.5% at 550 nm, decreased sheet resistance of 147.5Ω sq−1 and appropriate
work function of ~4.9 eV compared to pristine graphene. OSCs with wrinkled composite electrode possess en-
hanced short circuit current (JSC) compared to that of planar devices due to the wrinkles-induced enhancements
in light absorption and charge collection. The power conversion efficiency (PCE) of OSCs with wrinkled com-
posite electrode is 4.67%, which is 60% or 35% higher than that of planar devices based on the pristine graphene
(2.93%) or PH1000 (3.45%) electrode, respectively. Corresponding PCE is comparable to that of the conven-
tional ITO-based OSCs (5.08%). Even better, flexible OSCs with PH1000/Gra composite electrode exhibited
excellent mechanical stability compared to ITO device. The enhanced efficiency of the OSCs demonstrates that
the wrinkled PH1000/Gra composite electrode is a promising candidate for efficient and flexible optoelectronic
application.

1. Introduction

In the past few decades, graphene has grown as a favorable trans-
parent and conductive electrode (TCE) due to its unique properties
compared to that of metal film, metal nanowire and carbon nanotube in
optical transparency, carrier mobility, flexibility and thermal/chemical
stability [1–6]. Graphene TCE has been widely applied in various op-
toelectronic devices such as organic light-emitting diodes [7–9], or-
ganic solar cells (OSCs) [10–12], transistors [13,14] and super-
capacitors [15–17]. However, chemical vapor deposition (CVD)
synthesized monolayer graphene always possesses a polycrystalline
nature with grain size of several micrometers, which degrades the
electrical properties of graphene film [18–21]. The sheet resistance of
CVD-grown monolayer graphene transferred onto insulating substrate
could reach up to 1000Ω sq−1, which is much higher than traditional
indium tin oxides electrode (ITO ~15Ω sq−1) [22,23]. Besides, pristine
CVD-grown graphene suffers from a low work function, which

mismatched with the energy level of adjacent functional materials in
optoelectronic devices [24,25]. Previous researches have reported
AuCl3 as p-type dopant for graphene to improve its conductivity and
work function, while Au particles on graphene deteriorate the smooth
surface morphology and even optical transparency [26–28].

Conducting polymer, such as poly(3,4-ethylenediox-
ythiophene):poly(styrenesulfonate) (PEDOT:PSS), is widely applied as
anode or hole injection layer in organic optoelectronic devices due to its
flexibility, high transmittance and proper work function [29–31]. Un-
fortunately, pristine PEDOT:PSS film exhibits low electrical con-
ductivity because of the insulating PSS component. As a result, several
methods have been applied to enhance electrical conductivity of the
PEDOT:PSS film. Doping polar solvents, like dimethyl sulfoxide
(DMSO), in the PEDOT:PSS could modify its features into outstretched
grain size and more continuous PEDOT interconnection [32–34].
Huang et al. demonstrated that PEDOT:PSS doped with polyethylene
oxide signally enhances its electrical conductivity and offers efficient
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carrier collection [32]. Post-treatment of PEDOT:PSS with inorganic
acid results in morphology changes as well as the removal of undesired
PSS from the film surface [35]. In addition, metal nanowire [36],
carbon nanotube [37] and graphene [38,39] also have been combined
with conducting polymer as composite electrodes to decrease the film
resistance.

Herein, we have demonstrated wrinkled composite electrode of
DMSO doped PEDOT:PSS (PH1000) film on monolayer graphene
(PH1000/Gra) with high optical transparency and electrical con-
ductivity. Microscale wrinkled profile of the PH1000/Gra composite
film are formed on SU-8 polymer by introducing tensile strains between
these layers during the rapid annealing process. Negative thermal ex-
pansion coefficient of graphene plays the key role to enlarge the tensile
strains between conducting polymer and SU-8 film to obtain an inter-
laced and continuous wrinkled structure with heights of 200–300 nm.
OSCs with wrinkled composite electrode show higher JSC and PCE
compared with devices based on pristine graphene or PH1000 elec-
trodes, as well as the flat PH1000/Gra composite electrode. The in-
creased current density of wrinkled OSCs is mainly due to the wrinkles-
induced enhancements in light absorption and charge collection.

2. Experimental details

2.1. Preparation of graphene and PEDOT:PSS films

25 μm thick Cu foils (Alfa Aesar, 40365) were selected as catalytic
metal substrate to synthesized monolayer graphene at 1000 °C for
50min by a CVD system. The gas flows of methane, hydrogen and argon
are 6, 10 and 100 sccm, respectively. For the transfer and pattern
process of graphene, a simple S1805G-based transfer-patterned strategy

is applied [8]. Firstly, graphene/Cu was covered with S1805G photo-
resist and Cu foils was subsequently removed by K2S2O8 etchant. Then,
S1805G/graphene was transferred onto desired substrate. Due to the
photosensitive characteristic of S1805G, patterned S1805G can be ob-
tained through specific photomask. After that, Ar plasma was applied to
copy the pattern from photoresist to graphene. At the end, the S1805G
coverage was dissolved by 80 °C acetone and monolayer graphene
patterns was transferred onto desired substrate. Here, ~140 nm SU-8
(MicroChem Corp., 2025) was inserted between graphene and glass
substrate. The SU-8 was diluted into 0.1 gml−1 by cyclopentanone and
spin-coated at 5000 rpm for 30 s, then post-treated under 95 °C oven for
5min and stable UV light for 3min, successively. PH1000 (Xi'an p-
OLED, China) filtrated by 0.55 μm filter membrane was mixed with
ethanol and DMSO at the volume of 1:1:0.1. Then, modified PH1000
was spin-coated onto patterned monolayer graphene/SU-8 films and
annealing at a pre-heated 120 °C hot plate for rapid heating-up.

2.2. Materials characterization

Three dimensional depth of field microscope (OLYMPUS, OLS4100),
atomic force microscope (AFM, Bruker Corporation, Dimension Icon)
and scanning electron microscope (SEM, JEOL, JSM-7500F) were ap-
plied to explore the surface morphology of various samples. UV–vis
spectrophotometer (SHIMADZU, UV-2550 and UV-3600) and four-
probe resistance tester (RTS-5 Type, China) were applied to measure
optical transmittance and sheet resistance of as-prepared electrode
films, respectively. Raman spectrophotometer (HORIBA, LabRAM)
measured the Raman spectra of graphene films at 532 nm laser and
their work function was detected by ultraviolet photoelectron spectro-
scopy (UPS, PREVAC).

Fig. 1. The fabrication schematic diagram of patterned PH1000/Gra electrode. (a) Large area graphene film is synthesized on copper foils. (b) S1805G photoresist is
spin-coated on graphene film. (c) Removing copper foils and transferring S1805G/graphene onto substrate. (d) The photolithography is applied to fabricate S1805G
patterns. (e) The patterns on S1805G are transferred on to graphene by plasma etching. (f) Removing S1805G and leaving patterned graphene on substrate. (g)
Depositing PH1000 polymer on patterned graphene film. (h) Formation of the wrinkled structures by a rapid heating process. (i) 3-D AFM image of wrinkled
PH1000/Gra films.
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2.3. Fabrication and measurement of OSCs

PEDOT:PSS (4083) was firstly filtrated by 0.22 μm filter membrane
and mixed with isopropanol at volume of 2:1, then dilute PEDOT:PSS
was deposited on the top of electrode at 3000 rpm for 30 s and an-
nealing at 120 °C for 10min. The annealed 4083 acts as the hole ex-
traction layer. PCDTBT and PC71BM were used as the active materials
with mass ratio of 1:4 in dichlorobenzene (10mgml−1 for PCDTBT),
the active layer was spin-coated at 3000 rpm for 30 s and annealing at
70 °C for 1h in nitrogen condition. 2 nm Ca and 80 nm Ag were ther-
mally evaporated as cathode in a vacuum evaporation system (FS450),
creating a device active area of 0.04 cm2. For flexible OSCs fabrication,
PH1000/Gra/SU-8/NOA63 and ITO/PEN were used. Keithley 2400 was
applied to measure the OSCs performance under 1 sun light simulator,
the class of sunlight simulator (XES-70S1, san ei electric co.) is AAA.
The light intensity was calibrated by a standard Si photodiode detector
equipped with a KG-5 filter. Corresponding external quantum efficiency
(EQE) spectra of device is measured by an AM 1.5 solar photon flux
spectrum (Enli Technology, Taiwan).

3. Results and discussion

The schematic diagram in Fig. 1a–h shows the fabrication process of
wrinkled PH1000/Gra composite electrode. Graphene grown on Cu foil
was transferred and patterned on glass/SU-8 substrate by S1805G
photoresist, the detailed process is presented in experimental section.
Wrinkled PH1000/Gra composite film is simply fabricated by applying
a rapid heating process. Fig. 1i shows the three-dimensional (3-D) AFM
image of wrinkled PH1000/Gra composite film. The 3-D depth of field

microscope (3-D microscope) photograph of graphic boundaries of
monolayer graphene, PH1000 and PH1000/Gra composite film are
shown in Figs. S1a–c, respectively. The well-defined and straight
boundary line for both graphene and composite PH1000/Gra films
demonstrate the accuracy of the transfer-pattern strategy. Comparing to
the patterned PH1000 on glass substrate in Fig. S1b, PH1000/Gra on
SU-8/glass substrate exhibits continuous and interlaced wrinkled pro-
file. Corresponding AFM images of flat area in these electrodes are
shown in Fig. S2. Both crack and wrinkle are observed in transfer-
patterned monolayer graphene film (Fig. S2a). While Fig. S2c proves
that PH1000 on graphene restores its surface defects thus results in
continuous film morphology. The surface roughness of graphene,
PH1000 and PH1000/Gra is 0.38, 0.99 and 0.97 nm, respectively. All
these roughness values are much lower than that of the commercial ITO
electrode (1.85 nm, Fig. S2d).

To investigate the formation of the wrinkles, PH1000 is spin-coated
on glass, SU-8/glass or graphene/SU-8/glass substrates, respectively.
Corresponding 3-D microscope, SEM and AFM images of PH1000 on
various substrates are shown in Fig. 2. PH1000 on glass substrate
(Fig. 2a, d and g) shows smooth surface morphology due to the negli-
gible tensile strains between PH1000 and glass. While PH1000 on SU-8
modified glass (Fig. 2b, e and h) exhibits arborescent and separated
wrinkled spots caused by the different thermal expansion coefficients
between PH1000 and SU-8 polymers [40,41]. The inhomogeneous
tensile strains in PH1000 on SU-8 during the annealing process might
induce the separated wrinkled structures. Continuous and interlaced
structures with typical heights of 200–300 nm and width of around 2
μm can be observed for the PH1000/Gra composite films by inserting
graphene between PH1000 and SU-8 (Fig. 2c, f and i). Several works

Fig. 2. (a)–(c) 3-D depth of field microscope images of PH1000 spin-coated onto glass (a), SU-8/glass (b) and graphene/SU-8/glass (c) substrates, respectively. (d)–(f)
SEM images PH1000 spin-coated onto glass (d), SU-8/glass (e) and graphene/SU-8/glass (f) substrates, respectively. (g)–(i) AFM images of PH1000 spin-coated onto
glass (g), SU-8/glass (h) and graphene/SU-8/glass (i) substrates, respectively.
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have demonstrated that graphene possesses a negative thermal expan-
sion coefficient, which means that graphene on substrate tends to be
thermal contraction during the heating process [42–44]. In con-
sequence, introducing the graphene between PH1000 and SU-8 films
suffers stronger tensile strains resulted by the remarkable difference in
the thermal expansion coefficient between these layers.

Fig. 3 shows the total transmittance spectra and sheet resistance of
monolayer graphene, PH1000, PH1000/Gra and ITO electrodes, re-
spectively. The thickness of PH1000 films on glass are ~47, ~37, ~31
and ~28 nm as the rotation speed varies from 2000 to 5000 rpm, re-
spectively (Fig. S3). The 47 nm PH1000 film possesses a favorable
transmittance of 98.4% at 550 nm and lowest average sheet resistance
of 219Ω sq−1 (Fig. S4). Monolayer graphene also exhibits high trans-
mittance of above 97% at 550 nm and average sheet resistance of
450.4Ω sq−1. The total transmittance of wrinkled PH1000/Gra film
can be divided into specular transmittance and scattering light due to
the microscale structures. According to the total transmittance (94.1%
at 550 nm), diffusive transmittance and scattering luminous flux of
equipment, the haze of PH1000/Gra film can be calculated (Fig. S5)
[45]. The PH1000/Gra film exhibits a maximum haze of 21.7% at the
wavelength of 360 nm and lower average sheet resistance of 147.5Ω
sq−1 with smaller standard deviation compared to that of pristine
monolayer graphene or PH1000 film. The excellent conductivity of
PH1000/Gra composite film is achieved by forming new conduction
paths between the grain boundaries of graphene and conductive
PH1000 polymer, and each component would complement the defi-
ciency of the other part. Therefore, PH1000/Gra with better

conductivity would promote carrier transport by reducing the inter-
facial buck series resistance in OSCs thus enhance the device perfor-
mance. Besides, PH1000/Gra composite electrode shows excellent
mechanical stability compared to ITO (Fig. S6). After 1000 bending
cycles at radius of 5mm, the sheet resistance of PH1000/Gra composite
electrode is almost unchanged, while ITO electrode dramatically in-
creases from 15.6Ω sq−1 to 1468Ω sq−1.

The Raman spectra of graphene, PH1000 and PH1000 doped gra-
phene are shown in Fig. 4a. Six random regions are selected for uni-
versal detection of graphene and PH1000 doped graphene. The Raman
spectra of pristine graphene shows an intensity ratio (I2D/IG) of around
2, demonstrating that as-prepared graphene is monolayer [8,12]. As for

Fig. 3. (a) Transmittance spectra and (b) sheet resistance histogram of mono-
layer graphene, PH1000, PH1000/Gra composite film and ITO electrodes, re-
spectively. Insets in (a) is the photograph of PH1000 and PH1000/Gra com-
posite films.

Fig. 4. (a) Raman spectra of monolayer graphene, PH1000 and PH1000 doped
graphene. (b) The G band position distribution of monolayer graphene and
PH1000 doped graphene. (c) UPS spectra of monolayer graphene, PH1000
conducting polymer and PH1000/Gra composite film.
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PH1000 doped graphene, the Raman spectra exhibit both signals of
PH1000 and the underneath graphene. The relative intensity of the
graphene signal for the composite films is lower than that of pristine
graphene due to the covering of the PH1000. Besides, the G band po-
sition of graphene blue-shifts to large wave numbers, indicating a p-
type doping effect for the graphene in PH1000/Gra composite film.
Summarized G band position distribution of pristine graphene and
PH1000 doped graphene are shown in Fig. 4b, and corresponding
average G band position is located at around 1592 and 1597 cm−1,
respectively. Assuming that ΔΩG= 42× ΔEF (cm−1 eV−1), and the G
peak shift (ΔΩG) value is 5 cm−1, the work function for graphene doped
by PH1000 is about 0.1 eV above the pristine graphene [46,47]. Fig. 4c
exhibits UPS spectra of pristine monolayer graphene, individual
PH1000 and PH1000/Gra composite film, corresponding work function
is measured to be around 4.6, 5.0 and 4.9 eV. Compared with pristine
graphene, PH1000/Gra composite electrode possesses higher work
function of 4.9 eV which is matched with the energy level of PED-
OT:PSS hole extraction layer.

The PH1000/Gra composite layer has been applied to the OSCs as

anode, and the cross-sectional SEM image of the device structure is
shown in Fig. 5a. The energy level distribution of as-fabricated device is
shown in Fig. 5b. The increased work function of PH1000/Gra is benefit
to the hole extraction for the use of pristine graphene as the anode in
OSCs. In order to fully demonstrate the advantage of wrinkled PH1000/
Gra electrode, flat PH1000/Gra film was fabricated by slowly drying
the complex under room temperature for 2 h. The 3-D microscope
photograph of flat PH1000/Gra film is shown in Fig. S7, and none
wrinkled structures is observed. The J-V curves of the OSCs based on
pristine graphene, PH1000, flat/wrinkled PH1000/Gra and ITO are
exhibited in Fig. 5c, and Table 1 summarizes the detailed device
parameters. Four devices of each sample are employed to evaluate the
uncertainties and distribution for their general performance. The best
performance of devices with pristine monolayer graphene and PH1000
electrodes possess the PCE of 2.93% and 3.45%, respectively. The
higher PCE of PH1000 based device mainly originates from the en-
hanced fill factor (FF) due to its higher conductivity and work function
compared to that of pristine graphene. OSCs based on flat PH1000/Gra
film exhibit a best PCE of 4.26%, which is mainly originated from its

Fig. 5. (a) Cross-sectional SEM image of the OSC with PH1000/Gra composite anode. (b) The energy level distribution of as-fabricated device. (c) J-V curves and (d)
EQE spectra of devices with monolayer graphene, PH1000, flat/wrinkled PH1000/Gra composite film and ITO electrodes, respectively.

Table 1
Performance summary of the device fabricated with graphene, PH1000, PH1000/Gra composite film and ITO electrodes.

Devices VOC (V) JSC (mA cm−2) FF (%) PCE (%) EQE-JSC (mA cm−2)

Gra Average Best 0.8 (± 0.03)
0.82

9.45 (± 0.36)
9.36

35.56 (± 1.63)
37.96

2.68 (±0.18)
2.93

9.37

PH1000 Average Best 0.82 (± 0.01)
0.83

9.03 (± 1.03)
9.18

41.78 (± 5.03)
45.16

3.09 (±0.47)
3.45

9.15

PH1000/Gra (Flat) Average Best 0.87 (± 0.01)
0.86

8.93 (± 0.35)
9.45

51.38 (± 2.28)
52.20

3.99 (±0.27)
4.26

9.60

PH1000/Gra (Wrinkled) Average Best 0.83 (± 0.01)
0.84

12.63 (±0.33)
12.38

42.35 (± 3.24)
45.12

4.44 (±0.24)
4.67

11.92

ITO Average Best 0.88 (± 0.01)
0.89

10.42 (±0.5)
10.81

51.51 (± 1.3)
52.97

4.69 (±0.38)
5.08

10.17
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Fig. 6. (a) Device structure and (b) photograph of flexible OSCs based on wrinkled PH1000/Gra composite electrode. (c) J-V curves of flexible OSCs with wrinkled
PH1000/Gra and ITO electrodes. Normalized PCE of flexible OSCs in bending test with different (d) bending radius and (e) bending cycles.

Fig. 7. Top surface profiles of the OSCs. SEM (a) and AFM (b) images of the OSCs based on the flat PH1000 electrodes. SEM (c) and AFM (d) images of the OSCs based
on the wrinkled PH1000/Gra electrodes. Insets in (a) and (c) are the cross-sectional SEM images of the corresponding devices.
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better FF. As for wrinkled PH1000/Gra composite electrode, the device
exhibits a much higher PCE of 4.67%, which is comparable to ITO-
based devices (5.08%). Especially, the device with wrinkled PH1000/
Gra composite electrode exhibits the highest JSC of 12.38mA cm−2

compared to all these reference devices including that of flat PH1000/
Gra electrode. The calculated JSC from the EQE spectra is 9.37, 9.15,
9.60, 11.92 and 10.17mA cm−2, respectively, which exhibits consistent
trend with the data extracted from the measured J-V characteristics
(Table 1). The ITO-based device exhibits relatively low EQE values at
the range of 380–500 nm, which is originated from the absorption of
the ITO at this wavelength region (Fig. 3a).

In order to fully demonstrate the advantage of PH1000/Gra com-
posite electrode, flexible OSCs are fabricated on NOA63 or PEN sub-
strates (Fig. 6a and b). Consistent with above rigid devices, flexible
OSCs based on wrinkled PH1000/Gra composite electrode possess
higher JSC of 12.2mA cm−2 compared to that of ITO (10.9 mA cm−2).
The best PCE of flexible device with wrinkled composite electrode
reaches to 4.39%, slightly higher than 4.38% of ITO device (Fig. 6c).
Fig. 6d and e show the bending performance of flexible OSCs under
different bending radius and cycle, respectively. Flexible OSCs based on
wrinkled PH1000/Gra composite electrode maintain most of its initial
PCE with the bending radius varied from 3mm to 8mm, as well as 500
bending cycles. The excellent mechanical stability of PH1000/Gra
composite electrode proves its great potential in flexible optoelectronic
devices. As comparison, the PCE of flexible OSCs with ITO electrode
dramatically decreases to 24.9% of its initial PCE under the bending
radius of 3mm. Besides, ITO based device maintains only 5.8% of the
PCE after 150 bending cycles due to the inevitable brittleness of ITO
electrode.

The enhanced JSC for the PH1000/Gra based OSCs can be attributed
to the enhanced light scattering and charge collection compared to the
planar devices induced by the wrinkled profile of the composite anode.
The SEM and AFM images of the surface profile on the top of the OSCs
are shown in Fig. 7. The SEM image of top device morphology in Fig. 7c
confirms the transfer of the wrinkled profile from the bottom to the top
electrodes. The top cathode still maintains wrinkled structures with
heights of 100–150 nm (Fig. 7d). Light incident on wrinkled top elec-
trode would be scattered or reflected at various angle, and results in
enhanced light absorption by increasing its propagation length [40,48].
On the other hand, the wrinkled profile of the PH1000/Gra composite
electrodes is benefit to the charge collection. Incorporating PH1000/
Gra composite electrode into the active layer results in not only in-
creased contact area between the electrode and the active layer, but
also shortened pathway of the carries from the active layer to the
electrode. Enhanced light absorption and charge collection are both
contributed to the enhanced JSC of device with wrinkled PH1000/Gra
composite electrode, and results in efficient organic cells with higher
PCE. The proposed fabrication process of wrinkled devices has a great
potential for flexible organic optoelectronics due to its low-temperature
and simple processing.

4. Conclusions

In conclusion, wrinkled PH1000/Gra composite electrode is fabri-
cated on SU-8 polymer due to the different thermal expansion coeffi-
cient between these layers. Negative thermal expansion coefficient of
graphene enlarges the tensile strains between PH1000 and SU-8 film
thus inducing interlaced and continuous wrinkled structures. OSCs
based on the wrinkled PH1000/Gra composite electrode exhibit en-
hanced JSC due to the enhanced light absorption and charge collection
induced by the wrinkled profile. The PCE of the wrinkled OSCs is
4.67%, which achieves 60% or 35% enhancement compared to the
OSCs based on the pristine monolayer graphene (2.93%) or PH1000
(3.45%) electrode, respectively. Moreover, flexible OSCs based on
wrinkled PH1000/Gra composite electrode possess slightly higher PCE
and excellent mechanical stability compared to that of ITO electrode.

Therefore, the wrinkled PH1000/Gra composite electrode is a pro-
mising electrode candidate for efficient and flexible optoelectronic de-
vices.
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